
HISTORY OF APPLE COMPUTER INC SINCE ITS CREATION IN 1976

On April 1, , Apple Computer Company was given from the Byte Shop to Cramer Electronics.

It came bundled with two applications designed to show off its interface: MacWrite and MacPaint. It was not
successful. The iMac was a strong seller, and Apple quickly went to work developing a suite of digital tools
for its users, including the music player iTunes, the video editor iMovie, and the photo editor iPhoto. In the
years that followed, revenues grew exponentially for the Apple company doubling every four months.
Macintosh and the first affordable GUI Apple had its own plan to regain leadership: a sophisticated new
generation of computers that would be dramatically easier to use. Steve Jobs with the iPhone Source:
billboard. Over the course of the s, the Macintosh underwent many changes. The overall shape of the logo,
however, remains unchanged from its original inception 33 years ago. It was unfinished even at the time of its
sales. The Apple III was designed to take on the business environment. Widespread success was achieved with
the introduction of iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad products. In , Apple finally decided to switch to an
Intel-based system architecture. Nature has suspended the principle of noncontradiction where Apple is
concerned. The machine became iconic for its semi-transparent plastic case, which was eventually produced in
a variety of colors. There was no Apple Store back then. How did he figure it out? Come on! There they were
shown the first functional graphical user interface GUI , featuring on-screen windows, a pointing device
known as a mouse , and the use of icons, or pictures, to replace the awkward protocols required by all other
computers. Steve Wozniak took a special liking for repeated numbers and hence the fancy number as the price.
Steve Jobs started his prepared speech, but after being interrupted by voting several times, he dropped his
prepared speech and delivered a long, emotionally charged talk about betrayal, lack of respect, and related
topics. While not a commercial success, due in part to its high price, the NeXT computer would introduce
important concepts to the history of the personal computer including serving as the initial platform for Tim
Berners-Lee as he was developing the World Wide Web. The logo itself already tells it all. The bitten apple
logo may have had quite a history, a history whose parts remain unknown to people. Founded about five years
ago as a small workshop business, it has become the second largest manufacturer of small computers, after the
Radio Shack division of the Tandy company. We are sorry that this post was not useful for you! The Apple III
was a relatively conservative design for computers of the era. Courtesy of Apple Computer, Inc. And the
Newton MessagePad became the Apple flop of the s. Co-founders Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, both college
dropouts, wanted to develop the world's first user-friendly personal computer. Apple is two guys in a garage
undertaking the mission of bringing computing power, once reserved for big corporations, to ordinary
individuals with ordinary budgets.


